The influence of the bottom shape on the flow field distribution and particle suspension in a DTB crystallizer was investigated by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) coupled with Two-Fluid Model (Eulerian model). Volume fractions of three sections were monitored on time, and effect on particle suspension could be obtained by analyzing the variation tendency of volume fraction. The results showed that the protruding part of a type bottom could make the eddies smaller, leading to the increase of velocity in the vortex. Modulating the detailed structure of the type bottom to make the bottom surface conform to the streamlines can reduce the loss of the kinetic energy of the flow fluid and obtain a larger flow velocity, which made it possible for the particles in the bottom to reach a better suspension state. Suitable shape parameters were also obtained; the concave and protruding surface diameter are 0.32 and 0.373 times of the cylindrical shell diameter, respectively. It is helpful to provide a theoretical guidance for optimization of DTB crystallizer.
Introduction
DTB crystallizer is a kind of crystallizer of high efficiency, which is widely used in chemical, food, and pharmaceutical industries [1] . With draft tube and baffles, hydrodynamics in the crystallizer become different with common stirred tank. After years of experiments and operations, DTB crystallizer has been proved to be of good performance. Crystals of larger size (the maximum can reach 600-1200 m) can be produced. It has a higher production strength, while less crystals will adhere to the inner wall of the crystallizer, making it become one of the main forms of continuous crystallizers. The existence of a draft tube in a DTB crystallizer makes it benefit in requiring a much lower indenter to realize the inner circulation than that without a draft tube, and the power consumption can be reduced by 20% when the system reaches a certain suspension state [2, 3] .
Obviously, hydrodynamics in a DTB crystallizer have a strong impact on crystallization process. In some extremely complex problems, hydrodynamics are hard to get by experiments. With the advances in computer technology and numerical techniques, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, which are able to obtain fundamental physical quantities with less time and cost, have been increasingly used to solve complex fluid mechanical problems [4, 5] .
For DTB crystallizer, most researches about CFD simulations focus on the influences of structures (the impeller, the installation height of the draft tube, etc.) on the flow field distribution, the state of particle suspension, and power consumption [6] [7] [8] [9] . Oldshue [6] investigated the suspension process using a stirred tank with a draft tube inside, and the results showed that two critical velocities should be concerned for the solid-liquid suspension operation to ensure that the particles would not deposit in the bottom; Sha and Palosaari [5] studied the influences of the structures, production discharge location, and mixing intensity on the continuous crystallization process. Jaworski et al. [7] compared the results between LDA measurements and CFD predictions to study the effects of size, location, and pumping direction of pitched blade turbine impellers on flow patterns; Zhong et al. [8] calculated the critical just off-bottom suspension impeller speed of solid-liquid system in a DTB crystallizer. Besides the impeller, draft tube, and installation location, the bottom shape of a DTB crystallizer is also an important factor that can affect the hydrodynamics of the fluid inside, which can influence the particle suspension and crystallization processes [6, 9] . In the former studies, the bottom shape of the DTB crystallizer was mostly flat base or dished bottom; few researches focused on the advantages of type bottom. The curvature of the surface of a type bottom is more conformed to the streamlines of fluid motion generated by the combined effect of rotating impeller, baffles, and draft tube, which has advantages in particle suspension and reducing the deposition probabilities of particles at the bottom. Thus, production of larger size and more uniform particle size distribution can be available. Suitable type bottoms which were better for crystallization process were investigated. Five bottoms of different shapes were presented by modulating the diameters of the concave and protruding parts. Flow field distribution and particle suspension of all five DTB crystallizers with different type bottoms were simulated by commercial software Fluent. Three representative sections were monitored on time, and graphs of volume fractions varied with flow time could be obtained. By comparing the simulation results, suitable shape parameters of type bottom could be available, which might help to provide better hydrodynamic conditions for the crystallization process and particle suspension.
Geometry of the Crystallizers and
Parameter Variations Figure 1 shows the geometry of the investigated DTB crystallizers; the computational model is a proportional model to the self-made crystallizer used in the experiments. All the structure parameters are the same except the bottom shape. The total height of the crystallizer is 165 mm, the under part is made up of a 100 mm cylinder with 150 mm inner diameter and a bottom of 30 mm high, and the top part is an expanding section; the maximum diameter is 190 mm. The draft tube is 100 mm high with an inner diameter of 100 mm, and the installation height is 30 mm above the bottom. Four installed stationary baffles begin 15 mm above the bottom of the crystallizer and extend vertically over 110 mm. The diameter of the impeller is 90 mm. The computational grid applied in the CFD calculations is also showed in Figure 1 . The CFD results may of course depend strongly on the employed mesh. In order to check grid-independency, two different meshes employing roughly 32,000 and 60,000 grid cells have been compared for a DTB crystallizer. And the results showed that there is little difference in both flow field distribution and solid particle volume fraction distribution. Therefore, the one with less grid cells is chosen for quicker simulations. The specific bottom shapes and detailed parameters are listed in Table 1 , and it shows the vertical planes of the bottoms at = 0. I is a flat bottom; II-V are type bottoms. V is a toroidal surface bottom selected from a design manual [10] , and II-IV are bottoms developed from V by some appropriate modulations. 1 is the diameter of the concave part of the bottom and 2 is the diameter of the protruding part of the bottom.
Computational Model
The solutions of the complete equations are computed by the commercial Software ANSYS-Fluent. The well known standard -turbulence model is adopted in the single phase simulation, and this model is based on the turbulent kinetic energy and diffusivity. Assuming that the flow field International Journal of Chemical Engineering 3 is completely in the turbulent state, turbulent transport equations corresponding to and are presented as follows:
According to Launder and Spalding's recommended values and experimental values, the constants in the model are equal to the numerical values below [11] ; and are Prandtl number of and , respectively, 
An MRF [12] approach is applied to calculate the flow field distribution of single liquid fluid in the crystallizer. For the liquid-solid two phases flow, besides the MRF model, Eulerian model [13] , which can simulate every single phase in the multiphase fluid flow, is also chosen as the total solid phase volume fraction is more than 10%. The continuity equation is formulated as
The momentum exchange between two phases is based on the momentum exchange coefficient. For liquid-solid system, the momentum exchange coefficient is based on the drag coefficient, and Syamlal-O'Brien model [14] is used to calculate when the solid phase shear stress is defined by Syamlal and O'Brien
Combining with the sedimentation velocity of the particles, the axial velocity distribution, and the impeller input power, it is possible to compare the advantages and disadvantages of each crystallizer. Ignoring the influence between particles, the terminal velocity of the particles can be formulated simply
To characterize and fluid dynamics in a global manner, the modified version of the Reynolds number is used [15] 
The calculated Reynolds number for default operating condition is approximately 108000. Therefore, a turbulence model is obviously required to describe hydrodynamics, and it can be figured out that the drag coefficient ≈ 0.44. Substituting it into (5), the terminal velocity appears:
Shear rate is another important factor for crystallization process. In the rotation system similar to DTB crystallizer, the shear rate is a function of (turbulent dissipation rate) and V (kinematic viscosity) [16, 17] :
The torque of the impeller can be calculated by the empirical equations [18] :
Finally, the input power of the impeller can be calculated [19] :
In all simulations, the momentum, continuity, and turbulent transport equations are numerically solved by the "SIM-PLE" algorithm to predict the time-dependent variations of flow, and all simulations are unsteady. All the simulations are under the condition of 800 rpm. And the boundary and initial conditions are showed in Appendix. The results are used to predict particle volume fraction distribution and the state of suspension in DTB crystallizers with different bottom shapes.
Results and Discussions

Hydrodynamics.
In the single liquid phase simulation, the flow time could be seen in Figure 2 . The calculation time spent to reach this pattern was about 40 minutes, but it took much longer to calculate the solid-liquid two-phase simulations (about 5 hours). Figure 2 (a) showed the velocity magnitude distribution of a chosen line at different times, and we could see that the velocity distribution at 15 s was almost the same as that at 10 s. Figure 2 (b) showed how the velocities ( , , ) changed with flow time of one specific point. It could be obviously seen that after about 12 s, , , and mainly remained unchanged. Therefore, we could reach a conclusion that the flow fluid reached a steady state after about 12 s. The axial velocity distributions at different positions in the crystallizer were showed in Figure 3 . The way the flow field influences particle motions and the state of particle suspension could be reflected indirectly. be invoked for the flow field, it was reasonable to determine the position of the straight lines by the value of radius ( ). In Figure 3 and all the following figures, I represents flat bottom and II-V represent type bottoms. Figure 3 (a) showed the axial velocity of the line at = 60 mm; the positive values meant the fluid flows upward, and vice versa. The axial velocity of I was lower than that of II-V when / < 0.2; that is, the distance from the bottom was approximately 30 mm, which represented the region below the draft tube. In this area, the axial velocity of I was lower than 0.1 m/s, while the axial velocities in II-V were obviously larger than I and probably reached 0.2 m/s. When / > 0.2, the variation tendency of axial velocities in I-V basically varied similarly. Nevertheless, at = 65 mm, the variation tendency of axial velocities in I-V basically remained the same, and the values could exceed 0.2 m/s when / was larger than 0.1. Based on (7), the terminal velocity of the particles ( ) could be calculated to be 0.157 m/s. The absolute velocity ( = − ) of the particles was directly related to the hydrodynamics of the fluid. Only ≥ 0.157 m/s could make it possible for the particles to move with the fluid and suspend in the crystallizer. Comparing with Figure 3 , it was obvious to see that, at = 60 mm under the draft tube, flow velocities in II-V were larger than ; particles in II-V should be more likely to reach the state of complete suspension than those in I. Figure 4 showed the axial velocity distribution of the lower part in crystallizer I. As the legend showed, the positive value means the fluid moves upward; otherwise the fluid flows downward. It was obvious to know that just below the draft tube the axial velocities in all five cases were downward, and the axial velocities of the near crystallizer wall annulus region were all greater than 0.157 m/s. Hence, what needed to be discussed was the near draft tube annulus region. Because of the interaction between the two phases, the axial velocity would decrease when the solid particles were added under the same conditions [20] . In the near draft tube annulus region, axial velocity was lower than 0.157 m/s; it could be seen that the axial velocity would get smaller so that the flowing fluid was unable to carry the particles. Therefore, complete suspension of particles was not achievable in this area. On the contrary, particles were more likely to deposit and accumulate in the bottom, which could affect the crystallization process and the size of ultimate production. As was discussed above about Figure 3 , the axial velocities of II-V in the same region were greater than 0.157 m/s, which was benefit for the particle suspension and crystal growth. The state of suspension could be improved by increasing stirring speed, accompanying the increase of power consumption. Therefore, the performance of the flat bottom DTB crystallizer was not as good as the type bottom crystallizers. A comparison of the input power of the impeller with different stirring speed, which was calculated by (10), was showed in Table 2 . The input power of the impeller increased as the stirring speed increases, but the rates of increase varied a lot. The input power appeared as an increase of 3.2-fold, while the stirring speed merely increased by 1.25-fold. With the increase of the stirring speed, the metastable region shrank, which made it easier to generate more fine grains. And the increase of flow-shear stress also enhanced the possibility of collisions between crystals, which resulted in the increase of the second nucleation rate [21] . Hence, due to the extra consumption of energy and bad influence on the crystallization process, flat bottom was inappropriate to use. Figure 5 showed the streamlines in the vertical planes ( = 0) of different crystallizers under the same conditions. The more intensive the streamlines were, the larger the flow velocity was. The distributions of the streamlines were roughly the same in five vertical planes. Eddies created by recirculation of the fluid existed below the impeller, in the outlet and inlet of the draft tube in all five crystallizers, but eddies were not the same size and the intensities of the streamlines differ delicately. Eddies below the impeller had the greatest influence on the particles suspension. Particles moved with the fluid and there were two main motion paths till the particles arrived at the outlet of the draft tube. First, particles moved into the annulus area and then continued to move upward. Second, particles moved into the eddies below the draft tube, spinning around or accumulating in the bottom. It was obvious to see that eddies in I and V are bigger than others, making it more probable for the particles to move according to the second way. Streamlines in these eddies were less intensive, which meant the velocities were lower and more particles would deposit relatively. On the contrary, eddies in II and III were smaller; thus more particles would move in the first way. Meanwhile streamlines in II were more intensive, which meant the velocity was higher and the aqueous carrying capacity of particles could be greater. Therefore, type bottoms should be better than flat bottom for the crystallization process and fine distinctions in the shape parameters of the bottom could affect the hydrodynamics and make a difference in the particle suspension.
Particle Suspension.
In order to elaborate the detailed differences between the different type bottoms, further simulations were investigated. Particle size distribution of the ultimate production had a certain requirement in industry. In this work, the average size of the particles was 500 m. Therefore, monosized particles of 500 m were chosen to investigate the state of suspension in each crystallizer with different bottom shapes. The rotating speed of impellers remained 800 rpm, and other physical property parameters of liquid phase remained the same. The total volume fraction of solid particles was 10 vol%. In order to observe the volume fraction of the particles in the bottom of the crystallizers intuitively, volume fractions of three sections were monitored on time. The three sections were showed in Figure 6 . Sections A and B were transversal surfaces of the crystallizer at different heights, while section C was part of the longitudinal surface of the crystallizer at = 0.
By monitoring the volume fractions in section A and section B, we could figure out the state of suspension in the bottom of the crystallizers. The value of the volume fraction in section A reflected the amount of the particles in the bottom of the crystallizers to some extent. Because below section A, the volume fraction should be larger theoretically.
Simultaneously, the comparison between A and B showed the homogeneity of the particle distributions in whole crystallizers. The smaller the difference of values between A and B was, the more homogeneous the particles were distributed. The results were showed in Figure 7 .
In order to investigate the state of suspension of the particles in the bottom, the monitoring of section C in all five DTB crystallizers were showed in Figure 8 as a further illustration. Because of the periodicity and symmetry of the fluid flow in the DTB crystallizer, the equilibrium value of the volume fraction in section C could account for the particle suspension more accurately. More particles deposited in the bottom when the value of volume fraction got larger, and the flow-ability of the fluid got worse; more particles accumulated in the bottom, which resulted in the nonuniform distribution of the particles, and the ultimate size of productions was uneven.
As the results showed in Figures 7 and 8 , it was obvious to figure out that, in all the five DTB crystallizers with different bottom shapes, the volume fractions of the solid particles arrived at an equilibrium state after stirring for 100 s, which meant that, under the condition of 800 rpm, the influence of the bottom shape on the mixing efficiency was tiny enough to neglect. Although the time to attain an equilibrium remained the same, the numerical values of volume fraction in the state of equilibrium in section A, section B, and section C differed a lot. As expected, it was observed that volume fractions of section B were larger than those of section A in II and III when the mixing of the particles reached an equilibrium state, while in I and IV the volume fractions of section B were smaller than those of section A, which meant more particles accumulated in the bottom part of the crystallizers. In V, the two values were equaled. In II and III, the volume fractions of section B were larger than those of section A, which meant less particles deposited in the bottom but more particles suspended in the middle part of the crystallizers. It was better to see that the volume fraction value in section A remained smaller than that in section B, which meant more crystals suspended in the middle part of the crystallizer. And in case V, the volume fraction of section A equaled the value in section B; the particle distribution was more uniform but the volume fraction value was a little larger than that of II and III. Therefore we could see that the suspension state in case V was not the best one. As discussed above, in II and III, eddies under the rotating impeller were smaller than the others; thus less particles moved according to the second way and the volume fraction of section A got smaller. In I, IV, and V, eddies got much bigger and the velocities inside the vortexes got lower; the ability for the flow fluid to carry the particles moving with it became weaker, resulting in the accumulation of particles in the bottom.
The consequences of the monitoring of the volume fractions of particles in section A and section B in liquidsolid two-phase simulations were conformed to the results in the investigations of hydrodynamics in single phase simulation. It had been surprising to see the great differences of hydrodynamics and deposition probabilities caused by the different bottom shapes. To investigate this issue further, it was essential to continue to monitor the volume faction of the particles in section C to verify the suspension property between II and III. Figure 8 shows the volume fractions varied with flow time in section C in all the crystallizers with different bottoms. It was more intuitive to see the amount of particles accumulate in the bottom part of the whole crystallizer. The volume fractions in I and V were larger than the others and it was corresponding to the results of single phase simulation. The volume fractions of III and IV were smaller than those of I and V. Although the numerical values of III and IV were basically the same, the volume fraction of section A in III was smaller than IV, which means the total amount of particles in the bottom of III was larger than IV. Therefore, the bottom shape of III was not good enough to improve the hydrodynamics and promote the suspension property. It was obvious to see that the volume fraction of II was much smaller than the others, which meant the influence of the bottom shape on the hydrodynamics was positive and it was benefit to the suspension of the particles. More particles in II moved in the first way mentioned above, which was good to the particle suspension and has advantages in the crystallization process. All the conclusions are conformed to the results in Section 4.1. The reason why bottom shape had a great influence was that type bottoms with different structures and parameters affected the fluid flow distribution. The protruding part of the bottom broke the eddies, making them become smaller, so that less particles would move into the eddies in the bottom part of the crystallizers and just span in the bottom, which prevented the solid particles gathering and aggregating. Therefore, it was important to design an appropriate type bottom.
As mentioned above, we have discussed the state of particle suspension in all five DTB crystallizers with the total solid particles which amount to 10 vol%. The results show that II is better than the others in the suspension property under this condition. In order to make further verification that the hydrodynamics of II is superior to the others in particle suspension, volume fractions of section C vary with flow time under the conditions of the solid particles which amount to 15 vol% and 20 vol% depicted in Figure 9 . The above statements are confirmed that the suspension property of III is second to II. Therefore, the state of particle suspension is only compared between II and III. In Figure 9 , it is obvious to see that when the initial particle volume fraction increases to 15% or 20%, the total flow time for the volume fractions in section C arriving at an equilibrium state gets longer than that of 10 vol% of particles. Whether the initial particles amount to 15 vol% or 20 vol%, the volume fraction of II is always smaller than that of III, which means less particles in II deposit in the bottom region. Therefore, more particles move upward with the fluid; the hydrodynamics in II make the particles reach a better suspension state, which prevents the accumulation and agglomeration of the particles, and more uniformly distributed production is available. Nevertheless, with the initial particle volume faction increasing, the difference between II and III gets narrow, and it is known that the advantages of hydrodynamics generated by bottom shape like II could only be reflected in a low particle content.
As the amount of particles gets too large, the advantages of the hydrodynamics of flow fluid made by the special bottom shape are not enough to offset the impact created by the interaction of the two phases, which means it is necessary to remove the particles from the crystallizer in time to make the total particle amount maintain a good suspension property. The analysis above majorly focuses on the distribution of the solid particles in the bottom part of the DTB crystallizer. The emphasis of the study is to investigate the way the shape of bottom affects the hydrodynamics and further influences the particle suspension. Therefore, it helps to prevent the excessive accumulation of the particles, which is helpful to avoid the bad influence on the crystallization process and equipment operation. In order to investigate the suspension uniformity in the whole crystallizer, the concept of unevenness is introduced, and the unevenness is defined as follows:
The unevenness of the particle distribution of II and III under different conditions is showed in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , it is apparent to see that the evenness of the particle distribution of II is always smaller than that of III, which means the particles are better distributed in II. Table 4 shows the input power of the impeller with different amount of particles, and as expected, power consumption of II is always less than that of III, which further prove that II is better than the others, not only in the good performance in particle suspension, but also in the lower cost of energy.
Conclusion
Numerical simulations are conducted to investigate the effect of bottom shape on the hydrodynamics and particle suspension. It is found that the bottom shape has significant influence on the flow field distribution. Under the effect of the rotating impeller agitation, vortexes can be created by the fluid flows in a restricted space as a DTB crystallizer, and the vortexes then become an important factor affecting the particle suspension. The type bottom can counteract the impact brought by the eddies to some extent. The presence of the protruding part can destroy the main eddies under the draft tube, making them become smaller than before. With the vortexes being smaller, less particles will move into the vortexes when they arrived at the outlet of the draft tube; more particles will move into the annulus region and continue moving upward. Meanwhile, the smooth surface of the concave part of the bottom is much more conformed to the streamlines, which decrease the energy consumption of the fluid flow. This is how the bottom shape affect the hydrodynamics and consequently affect particle suspension and crystallization process. Comparing the simulation results of crystallizers with different bottoms, it can be known that different type bottoms have different effects on hydrodynamics; it is important to find suitable shape parameters of the bottom for suspension advantaged hydrodynamics and less energy consumption. In general, the CFD simulation is capable of providing theoretical guidance for design and optimization of DTB crystallizer.
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